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Saint Helena, CA, 94574
Price: $ 19,950,000
MLS #: 2052511
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Re ned Elegance and Tranquility De ne This Unique Napa Valley Estate with Sweeping Lake
Hennessey, Vineyard, Valley and Mountain Views. Situated on 41 acres of stunning hillside, this
architectural gem is a study in unparalleled beauty. A striking harmony of contemporary design and
nature, this property boasts exquisite views, serenity, and privacy, setting the bar for luxury and
sophistication in the Napa Valley. The home’s design was inspired by the skillfully renovated Meijiera homes in Japan’s art islands, where elements such as “shou sugi ban” or charred cedar
cladding, combined with large openings to the outdoors, effectively contemporize the dwellings
without sacri cing their place in the environment. This extensive renovation was masterfully
executed in 2020 by Juancarlos Fernandez of Signum Architecture. A uniform language of cedar,
steel and glass across various structures creates a seamless ow of air and light throughout this
7br/8ba property that includes a gracious main house, studio, large guest house, and guest studio.
Exuding sophistication and style, European porcelain and maple wood ooring combine with vast
wall spaces and distinctive custom crafted millwork to meld gracefully with the home’s signature
design. Walls of glass in the main residence ood the home with natural light and open onto
covered decks for the quintessential indoor/outdoor living experience. The family, living, dining and
great rooms are deftly positioned on the main oor for communal ow and comfort. The chef’s
kitchen is an open concept featuring premium appliances including a Wolf 6-burner range, 2
concealed Miele dishwashers, and Sub Zero refrigerator/freezer and under-counter freezer
drawers. The upstairs level has three expansive, light- lled bedroom suites with panoramic views
of the rugged hills, vineyard-speckled valleys, and Lake Hennessey. A perfect foil to the sun-kissed
living quarters is the home theater featuring ample seating, Sony 4K projector and Sonance
surround sound for the ultimate movie experience. The ground level features two additional guest
bedrooms with a shared bathroom, kitchenette and bar, wine cellar, and a generous living/dining
area that opens to the pool terrace. There is also a pool bathroom for convenience. Sitting beside2
the main house, the studio highlights an expansive reading room/study
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with commanding lake and valley views, opening out onto a patio and lawn. A large gym and
massage/meditation room provide an inspired environment for wellness, while a three-car garage
completes the unit. Universal indoor/outdoor features include energy-ef cient Nest thermostats,
automatic electronic shades, Lutron lighting and Sonos sound systems, all conveniently controlled
by a smart phone. There is luxury in every detail, from custom lighting to radiant oor heating
throughout the residence. A 60kW Kohler generator, capable of powering the entire home, makes
the property self-suf cient in the event of a power outage. A short walk from the main house, the
guest house is romantically tucked away amidst vibrant madrones, providing peaceful unity with
nature. Perfect for a family, it offers two bedroom suites, an airy living/dining room, and kitchen
bathed sumptuously in light, with verdant hillside and lake views. Further, an adjacent guest studio
comprises an ample storage closet and a two-car garage.
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Erin Lail is a 5th generation Napa Valley Vintner and local who brings extensive
resources, connections and knowledge about the land, people and lifestyle of Napa Valley.
With 16 years in the real estate industry, as well as a background in the wine business
and full-service estate management, she offers her clients an unparalleled insider
approach to real estate transactions.
She has joined Coldwell Banker Brokers of the Valley as an exciting new chapter of her
career while continuing to run Honeydew (Estate Management) and as a partner in Lail
Vineyards. 'Its's something I've wanted to do for a long time to complement what I can
offer. I'm excited about creating a more well rounded, start to nish experience for
clients from the onset until well after they have settled in their new home.
Homes can be your sense of peace and enjoyment and nding what speaks to each individual
is important to me.
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Languages I speak
English
I can advise you on:
Luxury Homes
Seller Representation

Buyer Representation
Global Luxury

Estate Properties
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